
has been labelled in the popular mind, namely,
'The Labor Clean Milk Bill.' By using the
words 'labor' and 'clean milk' a sentiment can
be aroused in any community in favor of pro-
posed legislation.
"I am thoroughly convinced that the measure

is without merit and involves a very serious in-
justice to a large element of the community en-
gaged in an honorable and legitimate occupa-
tion. No results will follow its enactment to
improve the condition of milk in this common-

wealth, but on the contrary any such legisla-
tion is certain to injure the dairy industry ma-
teriallv and lead to increased cost in the price of
milk."

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

The fortieth annual meeting of the American
Academy of Medicine will be held at, San Fran-
cisco on June 25 to 28, in conjunction with the
meetings of the Pan-American Medical Congress
and the American Medical Association. Tlie
presidential address will be delivered by Dr.
Woods Hutchinson, and the annual address on
"The Relation of Medicine to the Peace Move-
ment," by Dr. David Starr Jordan. There will
also be addresses by Dr. Rupert Blue on "The
Prevention of Oriental Diseases in the Ports of
America"; by Dr. Victor G. Heiser on "Hook-
worm Disease and Its Relationship to Immigra-
tion and Commerce in the Philippines"; by Dr.
W. C. Rucker on "The Transmission of Typhoid
on Trains and Steamboats"; by Dr. W. A. Saw-
yer, of Berkeley, Calif., on "The Disease Carrier
on Train and Steamboat"; and by Dr. Richard
P. Strong of Boston on "The Need of Medical
Conquest for the Establishment of Commerce."

At its previous annual meeting, on June 22,
1914, the Academy, which was founded as a so-

ciety for the study of questions of social medi-
cine, adopted the following report of its commit-
tee on policy with reference to its future.

"The American Academy of Medicine has
specialized in medical sociology for the last eight
years. The work done has been of the greatest
importance. The publications of the academy
have won a high place and are in constant de-
mand. The revised constitution and by-laws
make it possible for us so to extend our member-
ship as to include as fellows all physicians who
are interested in this phase of medicine and. in
associate membership, all workers in the field of
sociology who recognize that scientific medicine
is fundamental to all inquiries and investiga-
tions of abnormal social conditions, and that the
cooperation of the physician is essential for the
successful administration of measures for the
correction of conditions which interfere with
human efficiency.

"We believe that the field of sociologie medi-
cine is so large that it can only be satisfactorily

covered by a national society of the broadest
scope and with the widest conception of the
nature of the work before it. We believe that the
American Academy of Medicine is the legiti-
mate one to expand into such an organization.

"Therefore your committee recommends that
the American Academy of Medicine continue
in the field of medical sociology. . .

"Your committee further recommends that
the academy take up, together with as many
other organizations as can be interested, at least
the following phases of medical sociology.

"1. The child and its relationship to society.
"2. The medical aspects of education.
"3. The social inefficient.
"4. Legislation and medicine.
"5. Medicine in its relationships to industry,

trade and commerce.
"6. Civilization in its effects on morbidity

and mortality."

THE HARVARD UNIT AT THE AMERICAN AM-
BULANCE IN NEUILLY, PARIS.

Paris, April 8, 1915.
Dear Mr. Editor: We have been here two weeks

and you may be glad to have a few words of our early
impressions.

Photographs of the Lycée Pasteur you have seen,
but it is a surprisingly large place, and none of those
that were circulating at home serve to give an Idea
of its extent. A better idea may be given by the
bird's-eye view which I enclose, taken from a tall
apartment across the way on the Boulevard Inker-
mann. Since Crile's sojourn here the entire third
floor is given over to the University Units, and in
order that you may have some conception of the space
at our disposal, this sketch of the floor plan may
help you—for. though admirably adapted for Its pres-
ent purposes, It Is a most labyrinthine place, and ow-
ing to (lie wings, one's orientation is readily confused,
even after a week's occupancy. This is particularly

CTNTRAL BLOG

Lvc'i' Pa*t«ur, Third Floor Plan.

so because the corridors on the two sides adjoin the
court and that on the long side is away from it

We have supervision of the 18 small wards on this
floor with a capacity of 1G2 beds. Our o]»erating
room and laboratory, both of ample size and well
lighted, are au troixitmc in the adjoining wing above
the chapel, where, I may add, you are Catholic if yon
face one way and Protestnnt if you face the other.
A very readable book, in the form of a diary, from
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Aug. 3 to Dec. 31, La Guerre vue d'une Ambulance,
has been written by the Aumônier, l'Abbé Félix Klein.

The present capacity of the hospital Is about 500,
divided into four services, under Dr. duBouchet, who
is surgeon-in-chief and is responsible to the military
authorities—for the hospital, as you know, Is under
a military and not a Red Cross organization—Dr.
Blake, Dr. Mlgnot and ourselves. There are at pres-
ent some 450 wounded, mostly from the French forces,
including those from Africa. There remain a few
"Tommies," relics of the battle of the Marne days when
this Ambulance was almost a first-line hospital, but
there are no longer any wounded Germans, they being
sent to special hospitals—to Val de Grace, I believe,
and elsewhere ; for they require a military guard, and
there are uncomfortable stories regarding Turcos and
Germans kept under the same roof.

We did not quite overlap our predecessors, for they
sailed on the first and, therefore, had to leave two
or three days before our arrival. But the wards had
been purposely somewhat emptied for us so that we
started In with only about 100 blessés. Naturally our
first visit among them was of extraordinary interest
to us on a personal as well as a professional side.
Every individual story was so appealing and fascinat-
ing as to make it difficult at first to concentrate one's
attention on the lesion and the actual condition of the
moment—in what engagement the man was injured,

Lycóe Pasteur, N'eu illy, Paris. Ambulance Américaine.

what he was doing at the moment, with what sort of a
missile he was hit, where he got his first aid, through
what hospitals and what hands he had gone on his way
here from the time he was tagged with a pink or a
white ticket at the Poste de première secours, how
long since he had had his clothes off, since he'd had
a bath and so on.

Though there are many exceptions, I should say
that the cases fall Into three regional groups,—wounds
of the upper and of the lower extremities, and of the
jaws. There are a number of cranial injuries, some
of them of great interest, a ward full of hopeless
spinal paraplegias—*a sad place—many chest cases
also ; but the majority of the wounded in a hospital
this far from the line at present will fall into the
three groups mentioned. We are a little too late to
see the frost-bitten or "water-bitten" feet which a
few months ago must have been overwhelmingly nu-
merous, for there are still a number of them not yet
entirely recovered which are holding over; all sorts
of tender feet with aoroparaestheslas and erythrome-
lalgla-like phenomena which would make an interest-
ing study in themselves. A man with deformed toes,
due to wearing sabots in childhood, as is the case
with one of our patients, wearing none too well fitting
army shoes, tight puttees in addition, with some re-
sultant venous stasis, standing for hours or days In
cold water or mud in the trenches and without hav-
ing his shoes off for weeks perhaps—well you can
imagine the result. Good feet to get about on and
good teeth to crunch crusts of bread are two of the
essentials to efficiency. Without these a soldier doesn't

get back at all, whereas a few balles de fusil can
go through him and he's In the line again after a
few days.

Even among the wounded In our wards one sees
every kind of a fracture in every situation from all
sorts of missiles—or from none at all, for men may
be injured in this dangerous trade of warfare in
many ways: as by the falling In of arbored trenches
when blown up by a shell, without being actually hit
themselves. One of our patients, for example, has
some broken ribs from the kick of a horse; another
a broken jaw from the butt end of a musket, but the
majority have "amassed souvenirs In the shape of
lead and spears,"—you remember Kipling's "Father
Bobs" I am sure,—shrapnel, pieces of obus, often of
a mazing size, pointed German jacketed bullets—some-
times even the solid brass French bullets—and all
other conceivable things. A routine x-ray examina-
tion Is of course necessary and the Roentgenological
department, like all other departments here for that
matter, Is admirable, being under the direction of nn
expert, Dr. Jaugeas, who, from the first, has given
almost his entire time to the work—and this is the
rule, not the exception. Cutler sent one of our cases
to him the other day, needlessly I thought, for the
mau liad a lililí- wound over the mast old which had
nearly healed and there were no especial symptoms.
The x-ray disclosed an unsuspected shrapnel ball In
the cerebellum. His record stated that he had been
hit by a small fragment of shell which had been
removed at the Ambulance de première liane.

• There are naturally all sorts of bizarre wounds.
Thus, one of the men, with a wound through the face,
jaw and neck, where the bullet emerged after dividing
the cervical sympathetic, received from the same pro-
jectile, as was supposed, a compound fracture of the
aeromian where the x-ray showed what was thought to
lie the jacket of the bullet; but it proved to be the
deformed metal button of his shoulder strap which
liad been set in flight by the original ball after it had
traversed his head. Stories of these bizarre effects
might be multiplied without end.

The explosive fractures of the long bones are, of
course, in many eases dreadful, and those from shrap-
nel, and fragments of obus inevitably Infected, but
I fear that your correspondent who signs himself "S."
has greatly exaggerated the helplessness of the sur-
geon in these cases. The mortality is really very low
and the amputations relatively infrequent even when
there is gas infection. The story is of course different
when there Is actual gangrène gazeuse, which appar-
ently is an accompaniment of great tissue destruction
with associated circulatory disturbances from throm-
bosed and damaged vessels. But, at the best, the
healing of these bad fractures Is a long tedious affair
with the almost inevitable osteomyelitis and necessary
wait for separation of fragments. Then too, almost
every case has some associated paralysis. This is par-
ticularly true of the upper arm fractures in which a
musculo-spinal paralysis almost always occurs, even
when the nerve has not been touched, and indeed
actual divisions of tho nerves are comparatively rare.
I estimated during our first few days that nearly
50% of our wounded had a concomitant neurological
lesion of more or less major type. Then, too, for Osgood
in particular, among the members of our Unit, there
are problems of absorbing interest, for almost every
patient has some joint trouble from long fixation, or
some deformity which is capable of alleviation In his
skilful hands, and he has been very busy in conse-
quence.

It is a great regret that we did not succeed in
bringing a dental surgeon with us, for of all the op-
portunities of an unusual sort which the hospital pre-
sents, this is, I think, the greatest. Under the direc-
tion of Dr. Hayes the dental department at this Am-
bulance has struck out into entirely new fields and
has done such admirable work that the authorities
send here a great many of the bad fractures of the
upper or lower maxillae. There must be at least 50
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of them now under treatment, from poor creatures with
their entire lower jaw blown away to fairly simple
fractures with the teeth out of alignment. Dr. Hayes
has indefatlgably given practically his entire time
since August to this work and had a number of men
associated with him and needs more. It is a form of
major surgical work assumed by the dentist which
places him on a level with the surgical specialist in
any other line, and the work cannot be too highly
praised. The U. S. Government should make every
effort to send over our army surgeons to receive in-
structions in this work if in no other, for it is im-
portant and new.

The effectiveness of our contingent has been greatly
crippled by the loss of Strong who, though here for
10 days nnd giving us as much of ills time as possible
mennwhile, was nevertheless occupied intensely on
matters relative to the preparation of his expedition
to Serbia. We had planned to make some special
studies of the gas infections, a problem the importance
of which we did not fully realize before leaving home
and which Rogers and Benet will attempt to carry
out on the lines Strong has laid down. The oppor-
tunity is exceptional, for no one seems as yet to have
even culturally differentiated the various strains with
which these wounds are infected. They are all
grouped as li. pcrfringcus rather than as varieties of
the Is. acrogencs capsulatus as Americans would like
to see them.

The expedition of which Strong will doubtless be
given the leadership has assumed proportions of an
international scope nnd I may say that nothing but
prnise of him is heard on all sides—not alone for the
sacrifice he is making but for the evident capacity of
leadership and quick grasp of situations which lie has
shown. The Sunday before he left I had the good for-
tune to go with him in a military motor up to Amiens
and from there along back of the line in several
places on a laissex-passer of broad scope from the
war ollice, which gave us an exceptional chance to see
the various grades of hospitals and the system of
transportation of wounded from those at the first
line back to the base. They are at present getting
typhoid well under control through compulsory vac-
cination, which was not adopted till the end of the
year. One of the physicians estimated that there had
been 70,000 in the French army In the last months of
1914. There were about 4000 at the lnrge hospital
at Amiens nlone.

In these front line hospitals, too, one sees the severe
cases—cranial, spinal, and abdominal which cannot be
evacuated to the more remote hospital centres. The
mortality of the severely wounded is, of course, high,
whereas at the Ambulance at Neullly, where less
severely wounded cases are now received, there have
been, I believe, only 81 fatalities, most of them oc-
curring in the early months during the fighting along
the Marne close at hand. Our first admission on April
1st was a man with obus Injury of the occiput,
causing hemianopsia, his number being 1387, which
would make a percentage mortality of 17 for the
entire series—high enough surely. With the present
run of cases it would, of course, lie very much lower.

I think our men have nil done very well nnd I nm
sure the expedition will prove n credit to our hos-
pitals nnd the University, nnd it is possible that we
may be able to secure valuable material for the War-
ren museum, already rich in pathological material
from former wars. Whatever misgivings we may hnve
had before lenving of the wisdom of our coming, van-
ished the day of our nrrivnl; and I think the Ambu-
lance officials are appreciative of our desire to make
our work ns effective ns possible. Greenough has man-
aged our nffnirs with great executive ability nnd by
common consent hns been made our visiting chief.
Five of the men, Cutler, Coller, Barton, Wilson, and
Petersen, are "living in" at Neuilly, and the rest of us
are comfortably housed In Pnris not fnr nwny.

One of tho French surgeons who was looking on nt
nn operation the other dny in which Boothby was

giving the anesthetic intranasally with the Connell
apparatus, said to me "We know nothing about giving
anesthetics in France." It is a satisfaction to feel
that we may be helping in this respect and indeed
our operating room, owing to the installation of this
apparatus, has already become a centre for operations
on the head -and face. Crlle also helped the Ambu-
lance greatly In this respect and his anesthetist, Miss
llodgins, is still here giving instruction in gas-oxygen
administration.

Well, Mr. Editor, I have scrambled through this
letter, which I shall hardly venture to reread, with
much that I would like to say still unsaid. In this
place, unquestionnbly the best of the four or five hun-
dred auxiliary hospitals established in Paris, there is
a most amazing aggregation of talent, nnd to follow a

poor wounded devil in his dirty uniform, brought in in
a Ford ambulance by an upstanding young ambulance
driver—a college graduate likely enough—from some
distributing point, to see him recorded by the inde-
fatigable Mr. Kollman, then stripped and given a

bath, well lathered in a tub by one James Jackson,
formerly engaged in some mercantile pursuit and
jokingly dubbed K. C. B., then taken to his bed,
where he quickly falls into an exhausted sleep, by
orderlies who may be young architects or artists or

sons of aristocratic families, shaved and clipped by
a barber who accepts no fee, cared for in countless
ways subsequently by attractive, skilled and effective
attendants, men and women of all w-alks, but serving
with whole-souled devotion—it all is a most creditable
thing for American enthusiasm and prompt action to
have put through : and its accomplishments and effec-
tiveness will justify all the support it has so gener-
ously received and will continue to receive from home.

And of the French wounded themselves too much
cannot be said in praise. They are as a whole the
most uncomplaining, courageous and appealing lot of
men that can be Imagined and well deserve all that
anyone can do for them.

Sincerely yours.
Harvey Cushing.

POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE: ITS COOLING
EFFECT UPON THE SKIN.

Boston, May 12, 1915.
Mr. Editor: Summer is coming, and with it is sure

to come a certain amount of hot, sticky weather. This
sticky, high humidity heat affects the human in one of
two ways, according to whether he or she is a thin
carnivore or a fat herbivore. The carnivore who per-
spires little or not nt all suffers from headnches and
prostration, while the herbivore sits placidly amid
streams and puddles of perspirntion, his worst suffering
perhaps.heing due to chagrin at the rapid ruination of
erstwhile Immaculate collars and cuffs. Gregg has
recently remarked upon this type difference to humid
heat, as observed during a residence in the Philip-
pines. To put the two types upon something like an
equality of discomfort, the carnivore must be induced
to perspire, a phenomenon perhaps most easily ac-
complished by the use of judicious amounts of alco-
hol : by judicious amounls is meant not more than a
sherry glass of claret, madeira, or other similar bever-
¡igo, taken at the oftonest not more than once in every
four hours and perhaps best, only with or after meals
or three times daily during the excessively hot weather.
Having thus induced perspiration and relieved the
headache of the cnrnivore by internal medication, the
question ¡irises, can anything further be done to pro-
mote comfort in the dog-days? This question assumes
that the usual methods have been exhausted.

The answer is a decided yes. If, under the condi-
tions above stated, one wishes to experience in the
hottest and wettest weather available, a sensation as
of a drop in temperature of say ten degrees with cor-
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